Mini Scanner Functions
Setting Up the Mini Scanner
Before you start using the Mini Scanner it needs to be configured for the computer it is going to
be used on. The mini scanner drivers must be installed and the preferences set up as to what
comm port the scanner is connected to. The drivers do not get installed by default with
Furniture Wizard.

Importing From the Mini Scanner
To start a new order using the mini scanner, scan each item the customer is interested in (even
if the customer is unsure of the item, the item may still be scanned and removed at a later time).
Once all items are scanned, the inventory items may be imported into the Invoice Form, simply
creating a new invoice. Below are the three ways you can import them.
1. From the main menu click the Data Exchange Button then import.
2. From the Additional Features tab click the “mini scanner” button
3. The quickest way use the shortcut
After the Mini Scanner Import Program opens, the items scanned may be imported by clicking
the Import button, or using the keyboard shortcut ALT + I. When Import is clicked upon, the mini
scanner should beep twice, and Furniture Wizard will read the scanner.
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Scanner Task
After the scanned items have been imported, the Mini Scanner
dialog box appears. This is where the scanner tasks are selected.
1. Inventory  Function for taking inventory and reconciling.
2. Orders  Creating orders with the items scanned.
3. Tag Floors  Create price tags for items scanned.
4. Transfers  Create transfers between branches with the
items scanned.
5. Create PO’s  Create purchase orders with the items
scanned.
6. Receive PO’s  Opens the receive po screen allowing the
receiving of multiple PO’s at once.
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Inventory
To select inventory from the Mini Scanner dialog box, simply click
the radio button next to Inventory.
Once the inventory radio button is selected, click the Process Task
button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + P.

Selecting a Branch
After importing the scanned inventory items and selecting inventory, the branch that the
inventory items are related to must be selected in the
Reconcile Branch Select dialog box.

Appending to an Existing Inventory Session
If a scan has been done prior to the current scan, a Wizard Alert will appear, asking to append
to an existing inventory session. To add the recently scanned items to the previously scanned
items, select Yes. However, to start over for the selected location, singleclick No.

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!
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Inventory Reconciliation Program
After selecting Yes or No, the Inventory Reconciliation Program opens. The program shows all
items scanned.

Hiding No Differences
For convenience, inventory items that were scanned that match the quantity that Furniture
Wizard has in stock may be hidden, so that only incorrect scans show. To choose this option,
singleclick the box next to Hide No Differences in the Inventory Reconciliation Program. All
correct items are hidden.
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Quantity Columns
After selecting Hide No Differences, only incorrect scans are shown. There are three columns
that describe the quantity of each incorrect inventory item. The Quantity in Stock column states
the quantity currently in stock in the selected branch of Furniture Wizard. The Quantity Scanned
column is the number of times the item has been scanned. Lastly, the Difference column states
the difference between the quantity in stock and the quantity scanned.
If the reason is known as to why an inventory item is incorrect, simply change the number in the
Quantity Scanned column to the correct number in stock.
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Opening the Inventory Form
If a questionable scan needs to be previewed in the Inventory Form, doubleclick on the quantity
under the Quantity in Stock column/Quantity Scanned column, and this will open the Inventory
Form. The Inventory Form will automatically show the inventory item’s whose column was
doubleclicked upon.

Reconcile Report
To see the reconciliation report of all items scanned, click the Reconcile Report button to open
the Inventory Reconcile Result Report. The report will show all item’s quantity in stock, the
actual count (number of times the item was scanned), and the difference between the quantity
in stock and the actual count.
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Branch Selection
To select a branch, use the Branch field to select a different branch. Or to select multiple
branches, hold in the CTRL key on the keyboard, and click the desired branch(es).

Inventory Displayed
Show Checked
To select items to make changes to, click the checkbox under the Tag column next to the item.
To see only checked items, click the radio button next to Show Checked under Inventory
Displayed.
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Selecting All Scanned Items
To select all items in the Inventory Reconciliation Program, click the Check All button, and all
items scanned will automatically become checked under the Tag column.
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Un‐Selecting Checked Items
If some or all scanned items are checked and no longer need checked under the Tag column,
simply click the Uncheck All button, and all items selected will be unchecked.

Refreshing Quantity In Stock
If a scan is done a few days in advance, or if several items have been removed from stock, it is
best to refresh the stock quantities. To refresh the quantity of the items scanned, simply
singleclick on the Refresh Qty In Stock button.
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Updating Inventory
To update the inventory to what the Quantity Scanned column states is in stock, ensure the
Hide No Differences checkbox is unmarked. Then, click the Check All button. Once all the
scanned items are checked, click the Update Inventory button.

Next, a Wizard Alert appears, confirming that all items have been scanned.
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After all items have been updated, some items may not have been scanned that Furniture
Wizard states are in stock. The items not reconciled may be viewed in the next stop.

Inventory Reconciliation Reporting Program
To see items that have not been reconciled, it is done through the Inventory Reconciliation
Reporting Program.
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Supplier
If only a particular supplier’s inventory items were scanned, it is best to select the supplier
beside the Supplier field. This will only show items not scanned from that supplier.

Category
If a selected category has been scanned, such as mattresses, upholstery, dining, etc., the
category may be selected next to the Category field.
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Branch
A branch must be selected. This is required to view any report. To select a branch, click the
dropdown arrow beside the Branch field.

Select a Report
There are three reports available in the Inventory Reconciliation Reporting Program. The Count
Report, the Count Sheet, and Items Not Reconciled.
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Count Report
The Count Report shows the inventory item and the current quantity in stock. To select the
report, simply click the radio button next to Count Report under Select a Report in the Inventory
Reconciliation Reporting Program.

Count Sheet
The Count Sheet shows the inventory item’s barcodes and has a place to mark the quantity in
stock. To select the report, simply click the radio button next to Count Sheet under Select a
Report in the Inventory Reconciliation Reporting Program.
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Items Not Reconciled
The Items Not Reconciled Report shows inventory items that have not been scanned. However,
to confirm accuracy, a date range must be selected. To select the Items Not Reconciled Report,
click on the radio button next to Items Not Reconciled.

Zeroing Un‐Scanned Records
If it is confirmed that the items that were NOT scanned are no longer in stock, click the Zero
Unscanned Records button. This button will zero out all items that were not scanned that
Furniture Wizard originally stated were in stock. (Meaning, all items not reconciled will now have
a quantity of zero.)
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Last Scan Date Range
To ensure accuracy of the reconciliation reports, a scan date range must be selected. Select a
date range by using the From and To fields under Last Scan Date Range.

Previewing/Printing Reports
All reports may either be printed or previewed under the Print Destination box. To preview a
report before printing it, select the radio button next to Print Preview. Then, click the Print
button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + P.
To print a report directly, select the radio button next to Print, then click the Print button, or use
the keyboard shortcut ALT + P.
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Clear Search
If a search needs to be cleared completely, simply click the Clear Search button.

Exiting the Inventory Reconciliation Reporting Program
Once all reports are complete and previewed/printed, the Inventory Reconciliation Report
Program may be closed. To exit the program, simply singleclick the Exit button, or use the
keyboard shortcut ALT + X.
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Orders
To create an invoice from the items that were scanned and imported into Furniture Wizard,
singleclick on the radio button next to Orders. Then, click the Process Task button, or use the
keyboard shortcut ALT + P, to create an order.

Invoice Form
After clicking on the Process Task button in the Mini Scanner
Form, the Invoice Form opens with all the items that were
scanned on the invoice. (Note that the invoice is NOT yet
created.)
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Deleting Items Before the Invoice is Created
When the scanned inventory items are placed on an invoice, there may be additional items on
the invoice that should no longer be on the invoice. To remove the items that should not be on
the invoice, simply doubleclick on the item that needs to be removed to open the Edit Invoice
items Form. Here, the item may be deleted. Do this process for all items that need to be
removed before creating the invoice.
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Invoice Notes and Dates
Any notes and/or dates may be inserted before the invoice is created. Place any notes or dates
in the bottom of the Invoice Form.

Creating the Invoice
Once the correct inventory items are on the invoice (besides the scanned items, additional items
may also be added manually to the invoice), and the notes and dates sections are filled in, the
invoice may be created by selecting the Create button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + C.

After clicking upon the Create button,
the Process Invoice Form appears.
After filling out the fields, the invoice
may be created as an invoice.
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However, if the customer is unsure of the sale, the invoice may be saved as a quote. Instead of
clicking on the Create Invoice button in the Process Invoice Form, click the Save as Quote
button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + Q.
For more information on processing an invoice and completing an invoice, please see the
Invoice
section.

Tag Floors
To simplify changing price tags for a large group of items, changes may be made to all the
inventory items through the On Sale Form after scanning all the inventory items.

To select the option to create new tags, select the radio button
next to Tag Floors. Click the Process Task button, or use the
keyboard shortcut ALT + P.
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On Sale Form
After clicking upon the Process Task button, the On Sale Screen appears with the scanned
items shown.

Adding Additional Inventory
Additional items may be added to discount by using the search fields under Filter Inventory.
Discontinued items may also be shown by selecting the checkbox next to Show Discontinued
Items.
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Sorting Scanned and Additional Inventory Items
Items may be sorted by selecting the category and then sorting the items by ascending or
descending order.

Display Options
All items may be displayed, items that are marked on sale only may be displayed, or items not
on sale only may be displayed. Simply click the radio button next to the desired option and the
search will be narrowed, depending on the selection.
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Check Options
To make changes to any item, the checkbox next to the item may be checked. In the On Sale
Form, all items may be checked by selecting the Check All button. If items no longer need to be
checked, select the UnCheck All button. Invert Checked and Show Checked may also be
helpful.
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Setting Sale Price
To set a sale price, check each item that needs to be marked onsale, and select the desired
option under the Set Sale Price feature in the On Sale Form.

Selecting Price Tag Header and Caption
A tag image and caption may be selected. Under the Select Tag Image section in the On Sale
Form, select the desired image and caption.
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Printing New Sale Tags
Large on sale tags or Dymo sale tags may be previewed or printed, depending on your
preference.

You can also you the Quick Tags button to access the traditional printing screen
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Transfers
To transfer items from one branch to another (such as a warehouse location to a showroom
location), scan all items that need to be transferred first. Once all items need to be transferred
are scanned, connect the scanner to the computer, and open Furniture Wizard. In Furniture
Wizard, click Additional Features.

From the Scanner Tasks Screen, select the radio button next to
Transfers. Click the Process Task button, or use the keyboard
shortcut ALT + P.

Select Transfer Branches
Before the New Transfer Form opens, the Select Transfer Branches dialog box appears. Here,
the two branches must be selected: (1) from what branch and (2) to the branch the merchandise
should appear in. After the two branches are selected, click the OK button. The Inventory
Transfer Form opens.
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After selecting the two branches, the Inventory Transfer Form appears with the scanned items
selected to be transferred. For more information on transferring items, please see the New
Transfer section.
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Create Purchase Order
Once you have scanned items from the Scanner Tasks Screen
select the radio button next to Create PO and click the Process
Task Button or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + P.

A purchase order will the scanned items will then open.

Receive PO’s
The receive PO function is very useful when receiving items that
may span multiple PO’s and multiple vendors. Once you scan all
the items you wish to receive and import from mini scanner you
will select the “Receive PO’s” option from the scanner task form.
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Multi PO Receiving Form

1. Display Options  Allows you to select All, Matched, or Unmatched Only.
2. Check All & Uncheck All are options for tag printing and also PO receiving.
a. When you click the Check All it will exclude any records that are not matches
3. Receiving Reports can be printed, previewed, sent to PDF, or emailed.
4. Quick Tags allows you to print a variety of tags from this form.
5. The center section contains the items you have scanned and will be covered in more depth in
the next section.
6. This column shows you the PO number if the items matches or blank if no PO is found in the
system.
7. The red X button allows you to delete a line if you scanned an item incorrectly or if it is an
item you received and did not order and will not be keeping.
8. Filter By allows you to view All Items, Only Sold, or Only Stock items.
9. Clear All clears the form.
10. Create new PO for Unmatched takes any items left after receiving items and creates a new PO
for them.
11. Receive PO Items allows you to receive all checked items.
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Detailed Item Section
Once you have scanned items into the PO receiving form it will look similar to the screenshot below.
There are 3 different situations on this screen shot.

1. Items with no colored background are found on only one PO in this case the PO has two we
are only receiving one at this time.
2. Items highlighted in red are not matched to any PO. This item may be an incorrect scan or the
item was shipped by the vendor by mistake.
3. Items highlighted in yellow appear on multi PO’s. The system by default is selecting the oldest
PO first, but you have the option to override and select any of the open PO’s for this item.

The method of clearing the list will depend on the number of items being received and the
complexity. You may find it easiest to receive all the items first that have matches by using the display
options at the top of the form you can select the “Matched Only”.
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